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Apr 3/efish_kyoto:<efish's live performance is now official!!! RT@takahashipierre: Pierre's live 
guitar performance in Osaka and Kyoto in April. At milibar in Osaka on the 20th. At 
D&DEPARTMENT in Osaka on the 21st and 22nd. At Goblin in Kyoto on the 23rd. At efish in 
Kyoto on the 24th. Everyone's invited.> 

Apr 3/Shin Nishibori:<Congratulations. Sora Mama, please be the greatest mom.> 
In reply to Sora/Akiko Mikami 

Apr 1/Shin Nishibori:< Is it me?> 

Apr 1/Shin Nishibori:< Good luck!!> 

Apr 1/Shin Nishibori: <Shinsuke, are you doing it today? I was thinking that I wanted to go with 
the efish member. > 

Mar 31/Shin Nishibori: <Cheers for the good work. Thank you very much.  It was good that we 
were able to finally talk. It would be great if you could come and visit Hawaii. > 
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Mar 26./Shin Nishibori:< It was a place filled with memories. You had me stay very often.> 
In reply to Satoru Miura 

Mar 25/efish_kyoto: <Tomorrow, Tuesday, 3/27, a kimono class will be held by Motoko Morita 
from 8:00 p.m. (90 minutes). Only a few seats remain! This is a good opportunity to appreciate 
the profoundness of kimono. Participation fee is 500 yen (drinks separate). Reservation required. 
Contact: (075) 361-3069 (efish/Sugimoto).> 

Mar 22/Shin Nishibori: <Nothing is decided yet. Let's meet somewhere.> 
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Mar 21/efish_kyoto: <3/27 (Tuesday) there is a temporary closing but we did plan (Morita 
Moto’s kimono class) and as planned it will be held from 8:00 p.m. on the second floor of efish. 
We think it will be a lot of fun. Reservations are required so please contact Sugimoto at (075)361-
3069. > 

Mar 21/efish_kyoto:< Efish will be temporarily closed next week on 3/27 (Tuesday). We 
apologize for any inconvenience caused for customers who were planning to visit as well as 
customers who always come. More details can be found at � > bit.ly/rvuE9 

Mar 21/Shin Nishibori: <I am planning to come to Tokyo from the 30th and return on the flight on 
the 2nd. > 

Mar 21/Shin Nishibori: <Yes, thank you.> 

Mar 21/Shin Nishibori: <I am so tired, I don't think I can get around to that. Haha. But I will be in 
Kyoto shortly.> 
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Mar 21/Shin Nishibori: <I’m here. On the way back I will stop briefly in Tokyo. > 

Mar 21/Shin Nishibori: <Oh ok. I understand the meaning now. I thought it was the train that 
looked like the Astro boy since it’s the rapid. However, though I am not going to Nanhai. Ha-ha.> 

Mar 21/Shin Nishibori: <Nope it’s the JR. Go to Tenoji and then transfer there. > 

Mar 21/Shin Nishibori: <Hey. This icon refers to “there is a restaurant around here” right?>  

Mar 21/Shin Nishibori: <I hurried to get on the train because it said "Rapid." But it wasn't 
"Haruka," but a local train. Local stops to Tennoji? Sob.> 
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Mar 20/Shin Nishibori: <In the relationship seen in the icon, the "NO FOOD/DRINK" also 
requires red sleeves.> 

Mar 20/Shin Nishibori: <Seems like a good idea. Tsuka-chan. Please have a restful sleep.> 

Mar 20/Shin Nishibori:< Seems like a good idea. Ha-ha.> 

Mar 20/Shin Nishibori: <Ok. Thank you very much. Definitely come and visit! > 

Mar 20/Shin Nishibori:< I see. From New York it will be far. Living in Hawaii is the best. The all 
year summer like weather makes me very happy.> 

Mar 20/Shin Nishibori:<Thanks. Have you been back in Japan lately?> 
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Mar 20/Shin Nishibori: <Beer at a cafe at the Honolulu Airport in the morning. Now heading to 
Kyoto.> 

Mar 20/Shin Nishibori:< intentionally? Ha-ha.> 
In reply to Osamu Yabe/Osamu Yabe 

Mar 15/Shin Nishibori: <Welcome back! Next week the even more unsuitable black creature will 
come back to efish.> 
In reply to Yumi Shojima Yumi 

[page 2] 
Mar 15/Shin Nishibori: <That’s too bad. It was a good show so I was slightly wishing it to be 
moved to the golden time after the SP….> 

Mar 14/Shin Nishibori:< The TV program “I asked everyone in the world” will be the final show 
and I am shocked. It was my favorite one.> 
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Mar 14/Shin Nishibori: <I'll try it. But now that I have used Siri, I am painfully aware of how 
much effort people have made to listen to my English, and how kind they are. I was welled up in 
tears.> 

Mar 14/Shin Nishibori: <When I use Siri in English, I experience a lot of disappointments...I 
must say thank you to everyone who listen to my poor English.> 

Mar 14/Shin Nishibori:< Yeah that’s right. I had a brisk feeling. Ha-ha. The Fiat 500 looks very 
cute when it runs around like that of house mice. It’s not the design of the car when the car looks 
nice in motion. However I do not like too much of the structure that adds on an unnecessary sense 
of speed….> 
In reply to Shunji Yamanaka/Shunji Yamanaka 

Mar 13/Shin Nishibori: <Oh now that you mentioned there was a story like that. In order to 
purchase a washer machine a family meeting was held…..Our family has a meeting after we look 
at all the washers. > 
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Mar 13/Shin Nishibori:< Yes the ones made in America also. When I purchased it 5 years ago, 
the new products were already produced in the new direction and I purchased an out dated model. 
I have to buy after washing all products. > 
In reply to Satomi Akaiwa 

Mar 13/Shin Nishibori: <The washing machine is not running well, so I came to a home 
electronics store. The drum-type washing machines, which I liked because they were simple, now 
all come with curves. I didn't like any of them. It's an important part of design to match with the 
surrounding environment. It's so disappointing to see that even American electronics has come to 
this!>

 Mar 13/Shin Nishibori:< Cars such as the VW beetle, first generation golf, Vanagon, Honda city, 
etc.> 
In reply to Shunji Yamanaka/Shunji Yamanaka 

Mar 13/efish_kyoto: <The Morita Motoko’s Kimono class will be held. Class is limited to 15 
members. There are a number of unfilled seats. For those interested in attending please make 
reservations. The next lesson will focus on the Obi belt and general information on how to wear 
the kimono on a usual basis. The class is on 3/27 (Thurs) from 20:00. Class fee is 500 Yen 
(drinks not included). Details can be found here> 
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Mar 11/Shin Nishibori: <The US mainland will go into day light savings time today. Hawaii is 
always in day light savings time so there is no need to adjust time. I am somewhat happy about 
this. > 

Mar 10/Shin Nishibori: <Nyachan cannot hear just like me so she did not get scared. She is 
sleeping soundly. > 
In reply to Shojima Yumi 

Mar 10/Shin Nishibori: <You saved me. I hope the weather turns moderate as usual.> 

Mar 10/Shin Nishibori: <Our house was completely fine. In some places, they say they had hail 
the size of golf balls. Cars would be damaged. It’s scary, isn’t it? > 

Mar 10/Shin Nishibori: <It’s really a good thing you are ok. Since I don’t have experience with 
lighting that never stops screaming, I thought it was a little strange but….I heard our neighbor’s 
roof came flying off and it was sad. > 
In reply to Shojima Yumi 
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Mar 10/Shin Nishibori:< It seems to have passed by 5 houses and the roof and fences were flying 
around and it was horrible. So scary.> 

Mar 10/Shin Nishibori: <Yesterday morning I thought lighting continued and the weather was 
scary but to also have a tornado pass in front of your eyes and nose. It was a good thing that 
nothing major happened. > 

Mar 9/Shin Nishibori: <The final qualifying round for the World Cup is now finalized. I'd like to 
go to any of the games, at least one of them.>  

Mar 7/Shin Nishibori: <I see. That's good. Haha. Lanikai's cloudy and the moon is not showing 
up.>

Mar 7/Shin Nishibori:< In love? Well then this old guy cannot approach you. > 

Mar 7/Shin Nishibori: <What’s wrong? Were the bicycle’s saddles stolen?> 
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Mar 7/Shin Nishibori: <Right right. I heard from Cheline. I am very happy to have met such a 
nice person.>
In reply to Fumie Shibata/Fumie Shibata 

Mar 3/Shin Nishibori:< I have been encouraged so many times to join the IRA but still haven’t 
joined it. I passed on it this year as well.  

Mar 2/Shin Nishibori: <I sense art in this message. If all these were trees, it would have been a 
great forest. But once they become artificial sticks, something feels out of place. It's like an 
antithesis to our mindset which has naturalized manmade electric poles.> 

Mar 1/efish_kyoto: <Thank you for waiting. Motoko Morita's kimono class will be held on the 
second floor of efish at 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday, March 27. The class fee is 500 Yen. Would you 
like to further increase your knowledge regarding Kimonos focusing on the Obi belt? Details can 
be found here> 

Feb 29/Shin Nishibori: <I am planning to return to Japan at the end of March so if you have time 
let’s grab a drink! > 
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In reply to Fumie Shibata/Fumie Shibata 

Feb 29/Shin Nishibori: <That’s great! Congratulations on receiving the award! You really worked 
hard. Very hard. I want to drink to your amazing achievements. > 

Feb 24/Shin Nishibori: <If someone like Makino did a hand spring throw and failed, the place 
could have had been enjoyable.> 

Feb 23/Shin Nishibori: <The Japanese police go out of there way so that they don't receive 
complaints from the public. They can't have coffee at a cafe in their uniforms like the American 
police. I wish the rules could be more lax.> 
In reply to Shojima Yumi 

Feb 29/Shin Nishibori:< If  it was a female police officer... Ha-ha.> 
In reply to Takasuke Sonoyama/T. SONOYAMA 
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Feb 23/Shin Nishibori: <I was not able to determine whether it was EV. Sobbing) By the way, in 
Silicon Valley, there is a policeman riding a Segway. > 

Feb 23/Shin Nishibori:< After performing the Hawaiian greeting of putting up both the thumb 
and pinky finger I left without hesitation.  RT @T_SONOYAMA: @snishibori It’s great. It was a 
policeman? It’s so cool!  

Feb 23/Shin Nishibori:<It’s so cool the Lanikai Beach Police. > 

Feb 23/efish_kyoto: <efish is currently hiring part-time workers, men and women. Experience a 
big plus. Please refer to the top page of our homepage for more information. Please contact 
Yamada at (075) 361-3069.> 

Feb 21/Shin Nishibori:<This is not a special feature on duck spouts? Hmm. I agree. Wow!! RT 
[SumMary of 100 beauties]  Stylish and cute short hair beauties – NAVER SumMary.> 
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Feb 19/Shin Nishibori:<Thank you very much for the exhibition. I felt that there is a possibility to 
expand the small space of efish as one idea. The Idea is wonderful. It would be great if we could 
talk about when I return back next time. > 
In reply to Akira Miyanaga 

Feb 15/Shin Nishibori:<Thank you also for the exhibition. It was unfortunate that I returned 
without clearly seeing the exhibit at nighttime. However, the student’s talent was really 
communicated across. The teacher’s lectures must also be really great. It’s also very popular 
among the customers. > 
In reply to Akira Miyanaga 

Feb 15/Shin Nishibori: [Blowing nose.] 
In reply to Eizo Okada 

Feb 15/Eizo Okada: <Grotto with @tomonaga. Everything from food and Japanese sake is 
delicious. Talking about @snishibori with the master.> 
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Feb 14/Akira Miyanaga:<The [Shikaku (rectangle)] exhibit (3) is on the 2F. The gold fishes are 
swimming around. > 

Feb 14/Akira Miyanaga:<The [Shikaku (rectangle)] exhibit (2) > 

Feb 14/Akira Miyanaga:<The [Shikaku (rectangle)] exhibit (1)  

Feb 15/Shin Nishibori:<The movie projects of three students from Seika University are displayed 
on the walls of efish. I love all their projects and wish I could keep them forever. Highly 
recommended.> 

Feb 12/Shin Nishibori: <I want to be arrested! (Kidding). A Porche police patrol car. A dealer in 
my neighborhood rents Panamera to the highway patrol. If I were to be caught by them, I would 
take a commemorative photo.> 
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Feb 10/efish_kyoto:<We are currently hiring part-time help at efish. Male and female are both 
welcome. Experienced workers are very welcome. Details can be found on the HP’s top page. 
The contact is tel: (075)361-3069 (Yamada) > 

Feb 9/Shin Nishibori:<Definitely in Hawaii! We are waiting for the Higa family’s visit!>  

Feb 8/Shin Nishibori:<It’s true that I drink a lot regardless whether it’s night or day. Ha-ha> 
In reply to Takatsuke Sonoyama/T.SONOYAMA 

Feb 8/Shin Nishibori:<I went to the Italian restaurant nearby. Bikini Blonde Lager is very 
Smooth.> 
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Feb 8/Hiroshi Matsui: <This makes me cry...Mayor Hashishita sends a message in response to K, 
a long-term hospital patient and his call for a high school in side a hospital.> 

Feb 7/Shin Nishibori: <If you're from Gifu, you would understand it with just this piece of 
information. [Pa] is probably like an icon that stands for pachinko. I tried to find a photo on the 
Internet, but to no avail. It's too bad.> 

Feb 7/Shin Nishibori:<It was in the 50’s of the Showa era (1970’s) but it was a topic of interest 
among children. Why was the [PA] so big. I remember that the billboard before exiting the Gifu 
Hane’s Meishin highway exit was displayed as [PA – 100m – exit] only until recently.>  

Feb 7/Shin Nishibori:”It was something I remembered as a child but around Nagoya and Gifu for 
some reason the Pachinko’s billboard displayed the [Pa] in big letters and the [chinko] in small 
letters.  This saying is persuasive.  In the past when I crossed Japan on bike how come there were 
large Pachinko places in the various regions.> 
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Feb 4/Shin Nishibori: <Then you have wrong expectations and come to Silicon Valley.> 

Feb 4/Shin Nishibori: <So the people who must be fashionable go live in San Francisco. Haha.> 

Feb 4/Shin Nishibori:<It’s interesting. Hachioji story. It’s true that people who gather in silicon 
valley are different from those who wish to go to Paris or London and Harajuku or Shibuya. > 

Feb 3/Shin Nishibori:<It’s best to run little by little. Please do not force yourself too hard. > 
In reply to Yoshikayoya 

Feb 3/Shin Nishibori:<I first tried surfing but there were no waves and I was disappointed so I 
decided to run. However since I was exhausted I was not even able to run 10 kilometers....> 
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Feb 1/Shin Nishibori: <The crunchy onions in Happosai was something I couldn't experience in 
California, so I felt nostalgic. It's probably best to think of it as the casual kind of Chinese rather 
than expecting a lot from it in advance.> 

Feb 1/Shin Nishibori:< Would like to hear the opinions from people who first made the 
purchase.> 

Feb 1/Shin Nishibori:<I really like recreation. It’s really Japan’s Chinese food.> 

Feb 1/Shin Nishibori:<Congratulations!> 
In reply to Takafumi Iwai/Takafumi IWAI 
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Jan 31/Shin Nishibori:<It was in the most noticeable location in the center. > 

Jan 30/Shin Nishibori: I found Musubi Aoki's iPhone case at Ala Moana's Apple Store. 

Jan 29/Shuya Okino: <There would never have been Mondo Grosso's "Anger" and "Invisible 
Man" and DJ KAWASAKI's "Blazin'" and Root Soul's "Spirit of Love" and Masa Sextet's "Love 
is Everywhere" and Hajime Yoshizawa's "I'm With You." 

Jan 29/Shuya Okino:<If there are no clubs in Kyoto then the KJM’s “Eclipse” and Sleep 
Walker’s “Love’s rivers (Aino Kawa)” and “Voyage” by Pharoah Sanders and Chara’s “Jr.Sweet” 
and UA’s “passion (Jonetsu)” and ACO’s “wavering body temperature (Yureru Karada)” and 
bird’s “Souls” and “You Make me” by Monday Michiru and....> 
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Jan 28/Shin Nishibori:<Wow thanks you very much. Please have fun using the Mac to the extent 
that you’ll feel …. I may have been a little thrown off by the difference in the beginning but after 
getting used to it I can’t do without the Mac. >  
In reply to U-tan=Akira Sawazaki 

Jan 28/Saya Nishida:<The Kyoto mayor elections that include the same candidates as the last 
mayor elections. The difference of votes in the previous election was only 951 votes. The voting 
rate was also only 37.82%. Just one vote by a young voter could have changed everything. Last 
fall, Club World was closed down. One vote impacts the way we protect the music culture. Let's 
research what kinds of candidates they are and go vote!> 

Jan 26/Shin Nishibori:<So that you can  go to the beach often! > 

Jan 26/Shin Nishibori:<In order to run in the 5-minutes levels first of all I have to lose the fat.  
Heavy and heavy. Ha-ha. Right now I am in my fattest point and I will try to modify my body. >  
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Jan 26/Shin Nishibori:<Except that I am ignorant of my rusty body. If I am able to tighten my 
body to the extent that I can run a Marathon then I would like to sign up for it. > 
In reply to Yoshikayoya 

Jan 26/Shin Nishibori:<The surfers nearby go to this island by paddling, but I don't get myself to 
try because it is so far away. Haha.> 
In reply to Satoshi Wada 

Jan 26/Shin Nishibori: I have also been saved by Metro...I give my support to Okino-san's actions 
for the children of tomorrow and for the culture of music! 
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Jan 26/Shuya Okino:<The City Mayor elections in Kyoto. What I focus on are nuclear 
disarmament and sex industry law. The travel industry is also affected and it will immediately be 
an economic problem. In terms of the direction of a city, which is representative of Japan, it 
should attract attention around the world.  Furthermore, the sex industry law is closely related to 
the music culture. If Kyoto is a city of culture it is truly a problem we have to think about now.> 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori:<Please say hi to Kita-san.> 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori:<The presence of clubs plays a huge role in shaping Kyoto’s culture.  I was 
also stimulated a lot at the Club Metro.  I think people who are at the center of the music culture 
in the world and in Tokyo after leaving Kyoto attribute the presence of those clubs to what they 
have today.  Currently there is a movement to remove those clubs. We cannot put out the lights 
for the next generation. > 
In reply to Yumi Shojima 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori: <Protect the clubs in Kyoto! I ask for all voters! Can all the DJs who 
frequented Kyoto's club enough call their fans to vote in the mayoral election?> 
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Jan 25/Shin Nishibori: <I can have an affair with Anago-san.> 
In reply to Shojima Yumi 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori:<The person before @ tsuka24-san, slowly getting braver. Ha-ha.> 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori:”Tried carrying and understood. It is definitely necessary for guys.  In that 
respect, Chito-chan, the SUP is probably better.”  

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori<It was good to be calm.  There were a lot of people bringing cooler boxes 
to the island so next time I was thinking we should bring lunch boxes.>  
In reply to Chie Tanaka 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori: <Namihei-go is always waiting for you whenever you come here.> 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori: <It's beautiful, right? Come visit someday.> 
In reply to Yoya Yoshika 
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Jan 25/Shin Nishibori:<Buy swimwear. Ha-ha.  If you stay in Hawaii for more than three weeks 
you’ll need 3 pieces of swim wear.  Everyone wears it as underwear anyways.>  

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori:<You can understand with your own body how fast Kondo-san’s 5 minute 
Kilo is…..I am so exhausted.>  

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori:<So it was Namihei right?>  
In reply to Shojima Yumi 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori: <It's a professional kayak. Long time ago, I took a kayak down the river 
but it didn't go well. Anyone can use this one and it's very easy.> 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori: <Of course. You do not have to lose weight to come to Hawaii! There are 
many people who remind you of that. Haha.> 
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Jan 25/Shin Nishibori: [illegible] 
<It doesn’t work. Sobbing.  It is good that it will be found nearby.>  
In reply to Aoki Musubi 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori:<It’s already the colors of Matsuzaki Shigeru.  Became the grilled fish 
sausage old man with wrinkles. Ha-ha. > 
In reply to Aoki Musubi 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori:<I thought about it for a while but red is the cutest.  If it’s yellow it will be 
the same as the rentals. Ha-ha. It was a good workout.>  
In reply to Noriko Hosoi 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori:<The place was chosen as the most beautiful beach in the entire US. The 
beach is very beautiful. You can land on the island to the left and there is a surf point on the 
side.> 
In reply to Satoshi Wada | Satoshi Wada 
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Jan 25/Shin Nishibori: <It's called Lanikai Beach in Oahu. There are two islands called Mokulua 
right in front. It's a beautiful place.> 
In reply to Musubi Aoki 

Jan 25/Shin Nishibori: < My first kayak!!> 

Jan 22/Shin Nishibori: <There was a response there. Ha-ha. The weather today was beautiful. It 
was a very beautiful sunset with the two layers of rainbow. >  

Jan 22/Shin Nishibori: <Before I realized I have exceeded 100,000 miles. I lost this memorable 
moment.>  

Jan 22/Shin Nishibori: <It’s true. The person I liked left the company a lot.  This is America and 
it’s not just that it’s different from Japan, depending on the company or department certain things 
are hugely different.  
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Jan 22/Shin Nishibori: <Long time. The winner must be someone who can see things from the 
larger point of view and show consideration for others. Otherwise, things won't go well. I have 
also seen that those who only think of themselves eventually disappear.> 

Jan 22/re-tweeted by Shin Nishibori: <I worked at an American firm for 16 years and exposed my 
own body to competition.  Thus I understand how pathetic this was. This is basically a case of 
[winner takes all]. Win-win is only when it is convenient. Tomorrow the situation will quickly 
return to win-lose. > 

Jan 22/Shin Nishibori:<Shinsuke’s store has the best products and smells the same. It’s the 
feeling and expression. Hawaii is warm. I will prepare a room so please come and visit. > 

Jan 22/Shin Nishibori: Whether it is working in a café or making something in a company, the 
way to hold one’s heart and the work attitude are all the same. As a professional, one holds 
oneself in the best way possible to gain the satisfaction from customers. That should be from the 
bottom of one’s heart.  
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Jan 22/Shin Nishibori: <One doesn’t want anything when one wants to buy something.  This is a 
lot of stress.  I don't think I'm the only one wanting special things. But things that are actually 
sold are excessive. For me, the reason for making me not to want them is often the design. It's 
unfortunate.> 

Jan 22/Shin Nishibori: <"Whether it's cars or electronics, Korea has surpassed us"....it's not 
necessary to think of things that way in terms of winning or losing. I believe we can yield results 
if we take one things at a time and make products that we ourselves wish for and could regard as 
the best with confidence. I was thinking these things over a morning coffee.> 

Jan 21/Shin Nishibori: <Koishi-san, it has been exactly one year since the death. It was someone 
who really gave amazing performances. Homosexual T really resembled. Ha-ha. The white 
bag…really want to see it.>  

Jan 21/Shin Nishibori: <BOP! It’s so cute. When watching the Honoka Boy movie late at night, 
in that scene without thinking I murmured it. Did you see it? > 
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Jan 21/Shin Nishibori: <I watched half of it a long time ago I woke up during the night and 
watched it again. It’s a great movie. It was a big hit! > 

Jan 21/Shin Nishibori: <I'll practice just in case someone asks me, "Can you draw a panda?"> 

Jan 21/Shin Nishibori: <Itching to see a Moonbow at 3 a.m. Need to go to Hawaii Island.> 

Jan 19/Shin Nishibori: <This one also is a tweet like that from an elementary school student. > 

Jan 19/Shin Nishibori: <I’m not sure.  I thought…liking something to the extent of taking the big 
(poop) and re-read the previous tweet.>   
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Jan 17/Shin Nishibori: <The storm has calmed down. However the weather today has not been 
good and it has been cloudy. It has to rain for the sake of plants. > 
In reply to Noriko Hosoi 

Jan 17/Shin Nishibori:<A big storm has arrived since the morning. The sun is yet to rise, so it's 
pitch dark. Only the roaring noise echoes through. I am praying that the broken windows awaiting 
repair will hold still.> 

Jan 15/Shin Nishibori: <Hahaha. It will be 10 years since leaving Kyoto and I do not know 
anyone. Ha-ha. I am not very sociable…….> 
In reply to U-tan=Akira Sawazaki 

Jan 15/Shin Nishibori: <Kuwata-san? Is it someone I know?>  
In reply to U-tan=Akira Sawazaki 
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Jan 15/Shin Nishibori: <Dinner at the Italian restaurant Buona Sera nearby. Interior is decorated 
with glass bottles. I will come back here since the food was also really good.>  

Jan 15/Nori Shibana: <Comment from the Mayor candidate regarding the club scene and sex 
industry law.  Obsolete regulations are rampant. /”the debating point of the Mayor elections 
[young people culture] – Nakamura Kazuo’s blog” > 

Jan 14/Shin Nishibori: <With everyone, please. Haha.> 

Jan 14/Shin Nishibori: <I am no way close to it. I was exhausted. My immediate goal is to 
complete the half Marathon!> 

Jan 14/Shin Nishibori: <Right now I just sent you the email.> 
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[17.pdf] 

Jan 14/Shin Nishibori: <I saw Kondo. > 

Jan 13/Shin Nishibori: <21 kilograms? So healthy.> 

[page 7] 

Jan 12/Shin Nishibori: <It's such a pretty picture! Among us, it was called an Old Bird Man's 
Show, and somehow the old man was the main character, not the black-headed gull. A black gull 
that is trying to catch bread @ Kamogawa.> 

Jan 12/Shin Nishibori: <It’s really really really small. Ha-ha. However from time to time, it is 
such joy to see the tail. > 
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Jan 12/Shin Nishibori: <It’s true that sometimes it is convenient but it just feels like that it’s a 
tool (?) which is adult toy should not buy. Ha-ha. > 
In reply to Takasuke Sonoyama/T. SONOYAMA 

Jan 12/Shin Nishibori: <Hahaha. Please communicate the wish to appear on stage in a good role. 
Hahaha.>
In reply to Chie Tanaka 

Jan 12/Shin Nishibori: <I heard that from January to March whales would gather near Hawaii..> 
In reply to Junichi Akaboshi 
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[18.pdf] 

Jan 12/Shin Nishibori: <An actual picture is this small. Haha. I have been waiting!! It's so 
magnificent! You can see the spouting. The rest, I will try to imagine. (Haha).> 

Jan 12/Shin Nishibori: < I tried to take a picture of the whale wiping the tide from home but I 
couldn’t see since I was too far away. Haha> 

Jan 11/Shin Nishibori: “It’s [Kamieda] –san, the helping man!!” 
In reply to Makoto Yasohara 

Jan 9/Shin Nishibori: <Japan took three titles. I was touched after watching the medal 
ceremony.> 

Jan 9/Shin Nishibori: <Sawa-san, won the Ballon D’or!  It’s so amazing �!>

Jan 8/Shin Nishibori: <I went up to the entrance the other day, but had to return because it started 
raining in the middle. I'll try again.> 
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Jan 8/Shin Nishibori: <I'm too afraid to wake it up. Heaven forbid!> 

Jan 8/Shin Nishibori: <I am going to stay in bed.>  
In reply to Maki Takahashi 

Jan 8/Shin Nishibori: <I woke up at 4 in the morning but I couldn’t find KBS Kyoto radio 
anywhere…too bad. > 

Jan 7/Shin Nishibori: <I will listen once I get home~. > 
In reply to Maki Takahashi 
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[19.pdf] 

Jan 7/Shin Nishobori: <I wish someone uploads it to Ustream or Keyhole TV. Strongly 
requested.> 
In reply to Maki Takahashi 

Jan 7/Shin Nishibori: <There may not be any reception. Crying. Oh really? You get reception! Ah, 
I must listen to it. Listen to it. [Today] 1143 KBS Kyoto Radio 11 pm to 11:30 pm’s [Takahashi 
Maki’s Round and Round Kyoto]. The guest is a labor researcher Nishimura Yoshiaki-san.  

Jan 7/Shin Nishibori: <Since it is so beautiful, I will take a walk on the beach.>

Jan 7/Shin Nishibori: <Is there a full moon today in Hawaii as well? It’s still the 7th…..>

Jan 7/Shin Nishibori: <If you couldn’t listen. If couldn’t.    [Today] 1143 KBS Kyoto Radio 11 
pm to 11:30 pm’s [Takahashi Maki’s Round and Round Kyoto]. Guest is the way of working 
researcher Nishimura Yoshiaki-san.  
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Jan 7/Shin Nishibori: <Will you wake up early tomorrow?     Got the used 8.5ft. There is no 
turning back now……> 

Jan 7/Shin Nishibori: <Tonight, the moonlight is so bright. You can see the ocean floating.> 

Jan 7/Shin Nishibori:<If the image is not projected upside down, then an astronomical telescopes 
are the best...do the recent ones electronically process the image?> 
In reply to Noriko Hosoi 

Jan 6/Shin Nishibori: <Happy New Year!> 

Jan 5/Shin Nishibori: <Hawaii is safer than Japan.  The whales are nearby and they probably are 
very aware. At the same time there is nothing to eat in Hawaii, they jump and play around a lot. > 
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Jan 5/Shin Nishibori: <The whale suddenly emerged in January. It's interesting.> 

Jan 5/Shin Nishibori: <Happy New Year!> 

Jan 5/Shin Nishibori: <Yes, but you can't really see the actual thing unless you have a telescope 
because it is far away. Finally the blowing of the tides can be seen with the naked eye. I wonder if 
it is possible to look upside down with an astronomical telescope? > 
In reply to Takasuke Sonoyama/T. SONOYAMA 

Jan 5/Shin Nishibori: <I found a whale from the second floor of my house. I really want a 
telescope. > 

Jan 5/Shin Nishibori: <If you include the youngster television program then watching Japan TV 
is unlimited.>  

Jan 5/Shin Nishibori: <It’s a little small but it’s a normal banana.  It tastes good as it is but 
turning them into banana chips or frying them will also make them tasty. > 
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Jan 4/Shin Nishibori: <Wrong answer. Haha.> 
In reply to Junichi Akaboshi  

Jan 3/Shin Nishibori: <It's me! haha. Does the person who owns a banana tree someone you know 
from the area?> 

Jan 3/Shin Nishibori: <I will have banana cuisine for a while.> 

Jan 3/Shin Nishibori: <Banana comes from one flower blossoming on one tree and the seed can 
only develop once. Therefore when you take the seed the tree will also be cut down so this is the 
whole thing. However similar to the horsetail, the roots are connected and the trees are 
continuously grown so the next banana can be picked within the next few months. > 
In reply to Yoshikayoya 

Jan 3/Shin Nishibori: <If the bananas are not picked before becoming ripe then birds or ants will 
eat them so I am still not eating bananas that are ripe. This time, 2 are already eaten by birds and 
even so there was still a slight green banana taste.>  
In reply to Shunji Yamanaka/Shunji Yamanaka 
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Jan 3/Shin Nishibori: <Sonoyama-san, if we were neighbors, you could have had all-you-can-eat 
bananas. Since bananas only grow on trees once, the trees are removed from their roots. Sad, isn't 
it?>

Jan 3/Shin Nishibori: <Yea, it was a big catch. Haha. If you lived close, I would have come to 
share them with you.>   

Jan 3/Shin Nishibori: <Yes, there is a banana tree in the garden and today we collected them. The 
seeds have been continuously forming so in the meantime it seems that there will be no lack of 
bananas.  Ha-ha.> 

Jan 3/Shin Nishibori: <Collecting bananas starting in the morning.> 

Jan 2/Shin Nishibori: <Son of a bitch, I am so jealous.>  
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Jan 1/Shin Nishibori: <Happy New Year. This morning, I woke up at 6 a.m. and climbed the 
mountain behind the house to see the sunrise. Let's go climb together.> 

Jan 1/Shin Nishibori: <The weather is great here too.> 

Jan 1/Shin Nishibori: <This new year  started out great.>  
In reply to Chikako Otsuka 

Jan 1/Shin Nishibori: <Shinagawa-san (haha), Happy New Year. Hope you have a great year as 
well.>
In reply to Shojima Yumi 
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Jan 1/Shin Nishibori: < I am with Kondo-chan. Ozaki-san also please come and visit>.  

Jan 1/Shin Nishibori: <Happy New Year. Hope you have a great year.>  
In reply to Chie Tanaka 

Jan 1/Shin Nishibori: <Happy New Year. I hope this year brings out all the laughter that was due 
last year.> 
In reply to Sonoyama Takasuke/T.SONOYAMA 

Jan 1/Shin Nishibori: <Happy New Year.> 

Dec 30/efish_kyoto: <,Here is information on the operations around the New Year’s holiday 
season. From today 12/31 to 1/13 business will be closed during these four days for break. 
Apologies for anyone who was planning on visiting the store. Thank you very much. For more 
information please refer to following link �  >

Dec 30/Shin Nishibori: <Welcome back. I'll make [illegible]. Come again.> 
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Dec 30./Shin Nishibori: <Come over to the second floor anytime.> 

Dec 30/Shin Nishibori: <It's Shin-san's. Do you want to have good coffee?> 

Dec 30/Shin Nishibori: <Nice. I haven't had such a delicious mitarashi dango.> 

Dec 29/Shin Nishibori: <You can see it here. But maybe this is a distraction since you are writing 
New Year's cards?> 

[text cut off] 




